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Log in
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Log in
Forgotten your password?
Verify it's you
To complete your registration, enter the 6-digit security code we've sent to 

Security code
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Didn't get the code? Send again
Please check your spam/junk folder





No account?
Join Club Eurostar for FREE

	Collect 1 reward points per $1 spent

	Redeem points for discounted or free tickets

	Discounts at selected travel and retail brands

	View and manage all your bookings

	Save your details for a faster checkout


Join now
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Frequent or Premium Pass
Please log in to use your subscription pass.
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To complete your registration, enter the 6-digit security code we've sent to 
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Explore all trainsGroups 10+
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Explore all train + hotel packagesGroups 10+
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Search

Explore all hotelsGroups 10+
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London to Paris from $52*
Vacation time? Hit the French capital for arts, culture, food and more.

Book now





Paris to Amsterdam from $41*

Experience the vacation of a lifetime in Amsterdam.

Book now - Paris to Amsterdam from $41*







London city breaks from €52*

Travel through the channel tunnel from Paris, Amsterdam or Brussels. 

Book now - London city breaks from €52*







Experience the Channel Tunnel

All you need to know about the undersea tunnel linking the UK and France.

Find out more - Experience the Channel Tunnel









Ideas for your next trip



Discover our destinations  Where will Eurostar take you?







Brussels city breaks Only 1 hour 58 minutes from London.







Disneyland holidays Rediscover your inner child on a trip to remember.







Cologne city breaks Discover the history, architecture and culture of this charming German.







Beautiful Bruges Wander the cute canals and take in the medieval architecture of Bruges.







London city breaks All you need to know for an unforgettable London city trip this spring.







Rotterdam city breaks Discover the modern architecture and maritime heritage of Rotterdam.







Lille getaways  A quick and easy getaway at only 1 hr 22 mins from London.






Be inspired
Between Amsterdam's canals, Paris' botanical gardens and Bruges' architecture, Eurostar has something for everyone.


Discover























Eurostar Travel Classes
Explore our travel classes
Travelling for work, a special birthday, or heading on a budget break? We’ve got a travel class for everyone.
Find out more








Reasons to travel with Eurostar
LeisureLeisureBusinessBusiness







City centre to city centre travel
No airport transfers, no time wasted. 


Find out more












Go greener with Eurostar
Take the train to reduce your carbon footprint.


Find out more












Make the most of your time on board
Relax and recharge in comfortable seats while enjoying food and drink from the Eurostar Café.


Find out more 














Make the most of your travel time
Turn our lounges into a high-speed office or unwind after a hard day’s work.


Find out more












First class service
We'll look after you so you can take care of business.


Find out more












Flexible tickets if plans change
Freedom to rearrange or cancel your trip


Find out more


























 Metropolitan magazine
Spring edition out now
Spring edition is out now
Read all about it








Ready to travel
Manage your bookingTravel informationCheck train status

Get more from Eurostar
Accessible travel
If you need extra assistance when travelling with us, help is available


Find out more



Club Eurostar
Free to join. Collect points for discounts, upgrades and tickets


Find out more



Sign up for offers
The latest offers, competitions and tips direct to your inbox


Sign up now



Download our app
Travel updates, mobile tickets, help, inspiration and more


Get the app








*Terms and conditions





Tickets between London and Paris/Lille/Brussels

*$52 per person one way based on a mandatory return trip in Standard between London and Brussels-Midi/Zuid, Paris, Amsterdam, Rotterdam or Lille, for travel between 17/04/2024 and 24/07/2024. Subject to availability. Availability varies according to dates and times. Blackout dates may apply. The earlier you book, the more availability. Correct as at 08/03/2024.

Travelling between France, Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany

*Price for tickets in Standard class for one way journey made on Eurostar to/from Paris Nord, Marne-La-Vallée Chessy, Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport, Brussels Midi/Zuid, Antwerpen Centraal, Liège Guillemins. Subject to availability.
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Top routes

	London to Paris
	London to Amsterdam
	London to Disneyland® Paris 
	Amsterdam to Paris
	Amsterdam to London
	Amsterdam to Brussels
	Paris to Amsterdam
	Paris to London
	Brussels to Paris



Destinations
	Paris
	Amsterdam
	London
	Brussels
	Disneyland® Paris
	Cologne
	Rotterdam
	Antwerp
	Lille
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Sign up to our newsletter




Download our app



Feedback
	Help us improve our website

	Send feedback





View all our fares, fees, and conditions.
Train + Hotel
† Savings based on Train + Hotel package bookings on Eurostar.com when compared at the time of booking to the price of the same standalone train and standalone hotel booked separately on Eurostar.com.

© 2024 Eurostar International Ltd. All Rights Reserved 







